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FOUQUITY, ALUMNI AND UNDERGRADUATES
ATTEND WARTIME TECH'S WARTIME DINNER

President Melchior, James P. Munroe, Major Sneed and Others Prominent in the Direction of Technology's Course in the War

LOYALTY AND DUTY DEFINED FOR INSTITUTE

The Wartime Dinner, given by the Tech to about seven hundred undergraduate and graduate men, was held last Saturday, was the biggest undergraduate affair held in several years. The turn out exceeded the expectations of the audience with talks that were for the most part patriotic, and dwelling to a great extent on the part that Technology men are taking in the coming struggle. The program was rendered by a band that had a unique method of allowing its hearers to select the pieces they wished to have played.

Paul C. Leonard, '17, chairman of The Tech Board, after rendering some complimentary remarks introduced from 1. W. Whittemore, the men in the service stationed at Fort Monroe and elsewhere. He mentioned the work of Mr. J. F. Kennedy, Secretary of the War Department, in pushing the work in Washington.

Frederick H. Speechman, '20, spoke on the use of Tesla coils in fabricating lights for war work. Tesla is excited in relation to this work because many of the graduate students who have obtained the required applications and with the cooperation of the students of the Student body the Institute might well be in a position to do something for the country, and of which has its various types of work and electrical devices.

President Van Kirk, the next speaker, called attention to the fact that the Tech Board, in the course of its selection of the halls of the War Office and said that it was a singularly appropriate that the building be dedicated to such a man as Mr. J. W. McFadden, of the Institute Committee, after reading some complimentary remarks on Mr. Whittemore, introduced as toastmaster for the evening. The toastmaster said that true loyalty to the country is the keynote of the meeting, and that the students are in a demand that has never been known before.

Margaret K. Stod, '21, dressed as a nurse, introduced as toastmaster for the evening. The toastmaster said that true loyalty to the country is the keynote of the meeting, and that the students are in a demand that has never been known before.
DUTY OUTLINED AT TECH DINNER

T HE TECH "War time Dinner" was a decided success. The main dinner hall of the Walker Memorial was filled with undergraduates, alumni, members of the Faculty and others connected with Technology. As usual the program wholly conformed to the rule that every one of the speakers' introductions, wholly or in part, was the keynote of the assembly. No one who attended could help but be impressed by the work of Technology in this "War time."

The campaign is on. Let not a single man dodge his duty. They are privileged to do even more than merely contribute our share. Besides the material aid which they are doing, they are called upon to do a certain amount of work of technically trained men. The other duty, therefore, is to continue the work of the speakers' advice.
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to the Editor of The Tech:

Dear Sir:

Your readers may be interested to know that the Technology Workroom for War Relief, located on Room 11 in Bates Building (491 Boylston Street, Boston), has now been in active operation for an entire month. Swearers, Slippers, Comfort Bags, Identity Bands, Ladies' Bags, and all kinds of wrappings have been made and used by the workers of the women. Several boxes of packages must be posted every week to Mr. Longing, Women's Committee, American University Union in Paris, in order to keep up the work of the War Room. The Workroom is trying to do their best to help every one of the workers. It is well known that in Europe comfort bags and small gifts are always sent to the men who are active in their work. It is also hoped to provide all M. I. T. men in our various canteens with comfort bags in order to show them how much they are appreciated.

The work of the Workroom is to be a permanent feature in the future and is planned to expand with the number of students who will be on duty. The Workroom is in need of a few more contributors who are willing to do their part in helping to supply the needs of the soldiers. I am sure that every one of the Technical men will be interested in helping to supply the needs of the soldiers.

Sincerely yours,

W. R. C. T. M.
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We are the manufacturers of coal tar products, permanganate, and its salts and many preparations in which these materials form the chief ingredient. Our plants at Parlin and Englishtown Point, N.J., are designed especially to care for the production of these high-grade products in which the modern development in coal tarring is of the utmost importance. We have the technical skill and facilities of our laboratories at the disposal of the War Department to carry on this work, and in the next months to come we shall be supplying the Navy, and the War Department, and the Army, and all the needs of the various fighting forces with the great number of products which the modern development of the coal tar industry has made possible for us, and which represent the most modern development in any direction for the manufacture of these products.

We invite your correspondence.

E. H. ROLLINS & SONS

Investment Bonds

200 DEVONSHIRE STREET - BOSTON

OFFICIAL FROM THE
M. I. T. Committee for National Defense

JAMES W. ROLLINS, '93, Chairman

WASHINGTON BUREAU

94 Union Trust Building

RAYMOND W. PEREED, Secretary

A direct means of communication between the Technology and the National Government. If there is anything you wish to know in Washington, write to the Technology Bureau.

What to Take to France

The following numerous items which are to be brought to France has been prepared by a United States Coast Art, officer now posted on the Western front. This list has been authorized for publication by Capt. W. W. Haas, C. G. O., Chief of the Staff.

"There are men who have the following items which they may wish to bring to France, and which may not be included in the above list.

- Coffee
- Tea
- Sugar
- Cigarettes
- Books
- Maps
- Umbrellas
- Raincoats
- Gloves
- Socks
- Underwear
- Riding boots
- Hiking shoes
- Fishing gear
- Photographs
- Movies
- Sports equipment
- Music
- Personal items

The Washington office was fortunately in receipt of this list from two members of the executive committee of the M. I. T. Committee for National Defense with a request that it should be circulated as far as possible. We are glad to comply with this request, and we publish it in full, with the request that if any member of the committee finds it useful to send it to the War Department."

CAPTAIN CANFIELD FOR

MERRY ATTENDED TECHNOLOGY

Capt. Edward Canfield, Jr., who took the special course in electrical and mechanical engineering at the M. I. T. in 1913, has returned to his duties in the Signal Corps. He has been making use of all the knowledge he has gained in his studies, and has been attending to the work of the signal officers with the greatest care.
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TICKET AGENCY

Has the Best Tickets for Broadway Show in Town.
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